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<Abstract>

We describe a new approach to implement of trajectory control and track record of 

articulated manipulator based on monitoring simulator for smart factory. The learning 

control algorithm was applied in implementation real-time control to provide 

enhanced motion control performance for robotic manipulators. 

The proposed control scheme is simple in structure, fast in computation, and 

suitable for real-time control. Moreover, this scheme does not require any accurate 

dynamic modeling, or values of manipulator parameters and payload. Performance of 

the proposed controller is illustrated by simulation and experimental results for robot 

manipulator consisting of six joints at the joint space and Cartesian space.by 

monitoring simulator.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Current industrial approaches to the design 

of robot system control systems treat each 

joint of the robot arm as a simple 

servomechanism. This approach models the 

time varying dynamics of a manipulator 

inadequately because it neglects the motion 

and configuration of the whole arm 

mechanism. [2] The changes in the 

parameters of the controlled system are 

significant enough to render conventional 

feedback control strategies ineffective. This 

basic control system enables a manipulator to 

perform simple positioning tasks such as in 

the pick-and-place operation. However, joint 

controllers are severely limited in precise 

tracking of fast trajectories and sustaining 

desirable dynamic performance for variations 

of payload and parameter uncertainties. In 

many servo control applications the linear 

control scheme proves unsatisfactory, 

therefore, a need for nonlinear techniques is 

increasing. [1]

2. SIMULATOR DESIGN

Monitoring simulator developed in this 

study has various functions for a convenient 

user interface. These functions will require 

the establishment of a three-dimensional 

database and the establishment of a graphical 

algorithm. In particular, this monitoring 

simulator is designed to operate on a PC. In 

the case of simulators using graphics, one of 

the most frequently used functions is the 

visual position change function, so in this 

study, the visual position change function is 

more convenient. [3] 

The main functions of the monitoring 

simulator consist of trajectory planning and 

path control, data record, state analysis and 

diagnosis, emulation function, kinetic 

simulation function, user interface function 

and three-dimensional modeling function. [4]

(1) Path planning

The offline programming system must 

emulate exactly the path taken by the 

manifestator in space. This emulation is 

necessary for setting up the robot’s work and 

for predicting collisions accurately. Programs 

developed for this problem provide a route 

planning approach to select and use. 

Windows OS supports route planning by 

configuring virtual classroom boxes using 

dialog boxes.

(2) kinematic simulation

It is necessary to keep a world that has 

been simulated in three dimensions valid. It 

is usually possible by including the regular 

and reverse mechanics of robots in programs. 

[5]

In the program that developed the regular 
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and reverse mechanics of robots, the sub- 

function was written separately by solving 

the formula. 

In terms of dynamic character analysis, if 

the offline programming system emulates the 

controller’s path planning algorithm well and 

the actual robot follows the desired path at a 

very slow rate, the dynamic nature of the 

simulated behavior in the program can be 

ignored. However, errors in tracking paths at 

very high loads or at very high speeds can 

be important. Accurate dynamic emulation is 

required to simulate these tracking errors. [6]

Programs developed for this problem were 

coded as C++ and sub-saturated. In the 

obtained kinetics equation, the motion 

equation for the driving motor, a servo 

system that drives the robot, was also 

considered and performed through modeling 

closer to the actual system. [7]

(3) User interface

Offline programming systems should be 

easy and convenient for users to learn how 

to use and manage program data. In addition, 

it is necessary to develop a computer-based 

user interface method that can replace the 

robot system’s gypsy box. [8]

Much of this problem, which was 

presented in developing the program, has 

already been resolved by upgrading to 

Microsoft’s Windows OS. This is because 

Windows OS basically supports the GUI 

environment for user convenience. The offline 

programming system, Windows OS, built-in 

dialog and mouse functions, and shortcut 

features made it easier to manage and use 

programs. Eventually, the box focused on 

creating some variations of the functions 

provided on the dialog box and making them 

as easy to use as possible. [9]

(4) Three-dimensional modeling

It calls for the robot itself, tools and 

working cells presented on the computer 

screen to all be modeled into three- 

dimensional objects. Also, these three- 

dimensional modeled on-screen objects 

should have animation features. The program 

developed for this problem has constructed 

three-dimensional modeling using OpenGL, a 

graphic library provided by Silicon Graphics. 

The use of this library allowed significant 

speed improvements and eliminated the 

slightest flickering that existed in the existing 

GDI (Graphic Device Interface) for Windows 

during high-density animation. [10] 
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Fig. 1 Link coordinates of a manipulator 

with six joint
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Fig.1 represents link coordinates of the 

robot. Table Ⅰ lists values of specification of 

the robot. 

Let us consider a no redundant joint 

robotic manipulator in which the n×1 

generalized joint torque vector τ(t) is related 

to the n×1 generalized joint coordinate 

vector q(t) by the following nonlinear 

dynamic equation of motion. [11]

     )()(),()( tqGqqNqqD   (1)

where )(qD  is the n×n symmetric 

positive-definite inertia matrix, ),( qqN   is the 

n×1 coriolis and centrifugal torque vector, 

and )(qG  is the n×1 gravitational loading 

vector. [12]

Equation (1) describes the manipulator 

dynamics without any payload. Now, let the 

n×1 vector X represent the end-effector 

position and orientation coordinates in a 

fixed task-related cartesian frame of 

reference. The cartesian position, velocity, 

and acceleration vectors of the end-effector 

are related to the joint variables by

         )()()(),()(
)()()(

)()(

tqqJtqqqJtX
tqqJtX

qtX










(2)

where Φ(q) is the n×1 vector representing 

the forward kinematics and J(q) = [∂Φ(q)/∂

q] is the n×n Jacobian matrix of the 

manipulator. [13]

Let us now consider payload in the 

manipulator dynamics. Suppose that the 

manipulator end-effector is firmly grasping a 

payload represented by the point mass pM . 

For the payload to move with acceleration 

)(tX  in the gravity field, the end-effector 

must apply the n×1 force vector )(tT  given 

by

         ])([)( gtXMtT p  
(3)

where g is the n×1 gravitational 

acceleration vector. 

The end-effector requires the additional 

joint torque 

           )()()( tTqJt T
f  (4)

where superscript T denotes transposition. 

Hence, the total joint torque vector can be 

obtained by combining equations (1) and (4) 

as

  )()(),()()()( tqGqqNqqDtTqJ T   (5)

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into 

equation (5) yields

   )()(),()(
]),()([)(

tqGqqNqqD

gqqqJqqJqJM T
p









(6)

Equation (6) shows explicity the effect of 

payload mass pM  on the manipulator 

dynamics. This equation can be written as
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)(])()([]),()(

),([])()()([

tgqJMqGqqqJqJM

qqNqqJqJMqD
T

p
T

p

T
p









(7)

where the modified inertia matrix 

])()()([ qJqJMqD T
p  is symmetric and 

positive-definite. Equation (7) constitutes a 

nonlinear mathematical model of the 

manipulator-plus-payload dynamics. [14]

3. CONTROL ALGORITHM

The manipulator control problem is to 

develop a control scheme which ensures that 

the joint angle vector q(t) tracks any desired 

reference trajectory )(tqr , where )(tqr  is an 

n×1 vector of arbitrary time functions. It is 

reasonable to assume that these functions are 

twice differentiable, that is, desired angular 

velocity )(tqr and angular acceleration )(tqr  

exist and are directly available without 

requiring further differentiation of )(tqr . It is 

desirable for the manipulator control system 

to achieve trajectory tracking irrespective of 

payload mass pM . [15]

The controllers designed by the classical 

linear control scheme are effective in fine 

motion control of the manipulator in the 

neighborhood of a nominal operating point

oP . During the gross motion of the 

manipulator, operating point oP  and 

consequently the linearized model parameters 

vary substantially with time. Thus it is 

essential to adapt the gains of the 

feed-forward, feedback, and PI controllers to 

varying operating points and payloads so as 

to ensure stability and trajectory tracking by 

the total control laws. The required 

adaptation laws are developed in this section. 

[16][18]

Nonlinear dynamic equation (7) can be 

written as 

)(),,(

)(),,()(),,()(
*

**

tqqqMG

tqqqMNtqqqMDt

p

pp









(8)

where *D , *N , and *G  are n×n matrices 

whose elements are highly nonlinear functions 

of pM , q , and q .

In order to cope with changes in operating 

point, the controller gains are varied with the 

change of external working condition. [17][18]

This yields the PI control law

])()()()()([
])()()()()()([)(

tPtEtPtEtP

tqtPtqtPtqtPt

IPV

rCrBrA








(9)

where )(,)(,)( tPtPtP CBA  are feedforward 

time-varying PI gains, and )(tPP  and )(tPV are 

the feedback PI gains, and )(tPI is a time- 

varying control signal corresponding to the 

nominal operating point term, generated by a 

feedback controller driven by position 

tracking error E(t) defined as )()( tqtqr  . [19]
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On applying control law to nonlinear 

model, the error differential equation can be 

obtained as

)()()()()()()(

)()()()()(
***

***

tqPGtqPNtqPDtP

tEPGtEPNtED

rCrBrAI

PV









(10)

Defining the 2n×1 position-velocity error 

vector
TtEtEt )](),([)(  , equation (10) can be 

written in the state-space form
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(11)

where

][][ *1*
1 PPGDZ  

, ][][ *1*
2 VPNDZ  

][][ *1*
3 CPGDZ  

, ][][ *1*
4 BPNDZ  

][][ *1*
5 APGDZ  

 and ][][ 1*
6 IPDZ 

Equation (11) constitutes an adjustable 

system in the model reference PI control 

frame-work. We shall now define the 

reference model which embodies the desired 

performance of the manipulator in terms of 

the tracking error E(t). [20]

The desired performance is that each joint 

tracking error )()()( tqtqtE ini   be decoupled 

from the others and satisfiy a second-order 

homogeneous differential equation of the 

form

0)()(2)( 2  tEtEtE iiiiii  
 (i=1, …, n) (12)

where i and i are the damping ratio and 

the undamped natural frequency. [21][22]

The desired performance of the control 

system is embodied in the definition of the 

stable reference model equation (12) as 

following vector equation (13).

       
)(

0
)(

21
t

SS
I

t n
  











(13)

where )( 2
1 idiagS   and )2(2 iidiagS   

are constant n×n diagonal matrices, 

TtEtEt ])(,)([)(    is the 2n×1 vector of 

desired position and velocity errors, and the 

subscript ‘ ’ denotes the reference model. 

Because reference model is stable, equation 

(13) has Lyapunov function’s solution R 

defined as following equation 

          HRSSR T  (14)

where H is symmetric positive definite 

matrix. R is symmetric positive definite 

matrix. We shall now state the adaptation 

laws which ensure that, for any reference 

trajectory )(tqr , the state of the adjustable 

system,
TtEtEt ])(,)([)(  approaches 0)( t

asymptotically. The controller adaptation laws 

will be derived using the direct Lyapunov 
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method-based model reference PI control 

technique. [23][24][25]

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 3D Simulation and experiments 

This section represents the simulation and 

experiment results of the position and 

velocity control of a six-link robotic 

manipulator by the proposed PI control 

algorithm, as shown in Fig. 4, and discusses 

the advantages of using joint controller 

based-on EtherCAT communication for 

motion control of a robot. The controller 

scheme developed in this paper will be 

applied to the control of a robot with six 

axes

□ Monitoring Simulator

Fig.2 The Scene of Monitoring Simulator Start 

Menu

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig.3 The Operating Scene of robot manipulator 

with six joints by monitoring simulator

Fig. 4 This scene of experiments for data records

Consider the robot with the end-effector 

grasping a payload of mass pM .

In all simulations the load is assumed to 

be unknown, the PI control algorithm given 

in equation (10).     
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It is assumed that sec/1021 rad ,

121   , and IS 801  , IS 252   in the 

reference model. The sampling time is set as 

0.05 sec. Simulations are performed to 

evaluate the position and velocity control of 

each joint under the condition of payload 

variation, inertia parameter uncertainty, and 

reference trajectory variation. Control 

performance for the reference trajectory 

variation is tested for four different position 

reference trajectories C and velocity reference 

trajectories D for each joint 

The performance of monitoring system is 

evaluated in track record and tracking errors 

of the position, velocity, and torque for the 

six joints. 

From the Fig.5 to Fig.10 show the data 

record results of position trajectory control 

for each joins. From the Fig.11 to Fig.16 

show the data record results of velocity 

trajectory control for each joins. From the 

Fig.17 to Fig.22 show the data record results 

of torque control for each joins with one kg 

payload and parameter uncertainties. As can 

be seen from these results, the PI controller 

represents extremely good performance with 

very small tracking error. 

Fig. 5 The data record results of position 

trajectory control for joint 1

Fig. 6 The data record results of position 

trajectory control for joint 2

Fig. 7 The data record results of position 

trajectory control for joint 3

Fig. 8 The data record results of position 

trajectory control for joint 4
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Fig. 9 The data record results of position 

trajectory control for joint 5

Fig. 10 The data record results of position 

trajectory control for joint 6

Fig. 11 The data record results of velocity 

trajectory control for joint 1

Fig. 12 The data record results of velocity 

trajectory control for joint 2

Fig. 13 The data record results of velocity 

trajectory control for joint 3

Fig. 14 The data record results of velocity 

trajectory control for joint 4
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Fig. 15 The data record results of velocity 

trajectory control for joint 5

Fig. 16 The data record results of velocity 

trajectory control for joint 6

Fig. 17 The data record results of torque control 

for joint 1

Fig. 18 The data record results of torque control 

for joint 2

Fig. 19 The data record results of torque control 

for joint 3

Fig. 20 The data record results of torque 

control for joint 4
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The proposed PI controller represents good 

performance in the position and velocity at 

each joint for payload variation, inertia 

parameter uncertainty, and the change of 

reference trajectory. These simulation results 

illustrate that this controller is very robust 

and suitable to real-time control due to its 

fast adaptation and simple structure. 

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we proposed a new 

technology of trajectory control and track 

record of articulated manipulator with six 

joints based on monitoring simulator for 

smart factory.

From the simulation and experimental 

results the proposed monitoring simulator is 

good performance under the payload 

variation, inertia parameter uncertainty, and 

change of reference trajectory. This method 

has been found to be suitable real-time 

monitoring and data records of robot system. 

Another attractive feature of this monitoring 

simulator is that to verify the reliability of 

real time track record data of position, 

velocity, and torque of each joints. 

In this method, it neither requires a 

complex mathematical model of the robotic 

dynamics nor any knowledge of link arm 

parameters and payload. 

The performance of monitoring system is 

evaluated in track record and tracking errors 

of the position, velocity, and torque for the 

six joints.
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Fig. 21 The data record results of torque control 

for joint 5

Fig. 22 The data record results of torque 

control for joint 6
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